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Abstract: Terrestrial LiDAR scanning (TLS) has in preceding years emerged as one of the most
accurate and reliable geospatial methods for the creation of very-high resolution (VHR) models
over gullies and other complex geomorphic features. Rough terrain morphology and rapid erosion
induced spatio-temporal changes (STCs) can lead to significant challenges in multi-temporal field
TLS surveys. In this study, we present a newly developed systematic framework for the optimization
of multi-temporal terrestrial LiDAR surveys through the implementation of thorough systematic
pre-survey planning and field preparation phases. The developed systematic framework is aimed at
increase of accuracy and repeatability of multi-temporal TLS surveys, where optimal TLS positions
are determined based on visibility analysis. The whole process of selection of optimal TLS positions
was automated with the developed TLS positioning tool (TPT), which allows the user to adjust the
parameters of visibility analysis to local terrain characteristics and the specifications of available
terrestrial laser scanners. Application and validation of the developed framework were carried
out over the gully Santiš (1226.97 m2), located at Pag Island (Croatia). Eight optimal TLS positions
were determined by the TPT tool, from which planned coverage included almost 97% of the whole
gully area and 99.10% of complex gully headcut morphology. In order to validate the performance
of the applied framework, multi-temporal TLS surveys were carried out over the gully Santiš in
December 2019 and 2020 using the Faro Focus M70 TLS. Field multi-temporal TLS surveys have
confirmed the accuracy and reliability of the developed systematic framework, where very-high
coverage (>95%) was achieved. Shadowing effects within the complex overhangs in the gully headcut
and deeply incised sub-channels were successfully minimalized, thus allowing accurate detection
and quantification of erosion induced STCs. Detection of intensive erosion induced STCs within
the observed one-year period was carried out for the chosen part of the gully headcut. Most of the
detected STCs were related to the mass collapse and gradual uphill retreat of the headcut, where
in total 2.42 m2 of soil has been eroded. The developed optimization framework has significantly
facilitated the implementation of multi-temporal TLS surveys, raising both their accuracy and
repeatability. Therefore, it has great potential for further application over gullies and other complex
geomorphic features where accurate multi-temporal TLS surveys are required for monitoring and
detection of different STCs.

Keywords: terrestrial laser scanning (TLS); LiDAR; multi-temporal; survey optimization; soil
erosion; gully

1. Introduction

Terrestrial LiDAR scanning (TLS) has in preceding years emerged as one of the most
accurate and reliable geospatial methods for creation of very-high resolution (VHR) models
over complex geomorphic features [1–5]. TLS is an indirect measuring technique that actively
emits laser beams from a terrestrial, tripod-based station while simultaneously measuring
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the distance to intersecting surfaces from received laser returns and forming a dense 3D
point cloud [6–8]. Multi-temporal TLS surveys are often used for longitudinal detection and
quantification of various spatio-temporal changes (STCs) caused by different geomorphic
processes (e.g., landslides [9,10], rockfalls [11,12], glacial dynamics [13–15], coastal geomorphol-
ogy [16–18], volcanism [19–21], etc.). As soil erosion represents both a rapid and complex
geomorphic process and a serious environmental threat, multi-temporal TLS surveys are
frequently used for detection and quantification of complex STCs induced by different
sub-processes of soil erosion (e.g., rill erosion [22–25]; gully erosion [26–31], badland dynam-
ics [1,32,33], etc.). In comparison to other direct and indirect field techniques for measurement
of soil erosion intensity, TLS surveys are characterized by very high levels of accuracy and
reliability, with possibility for detection of even sub-centimeter STCs [22,26,30,32,34,35]. How-
ever, complex terrain morphology and rapid erosion induced STCs of larger erosional forms,
such as gullies and badlands, can lead to significant challenges in multi-temporal field TLS
surveys [28]. While very complex topography can obstruct laser beams from reaching certain
areas, rapid STCs can change overall morphology between two surveys, thus leading to
the introduction of shadowing effects in collected point clouds [1,26,36]. Furthermore, such
obstructed areas can then lead to the overall devaluation in model quality and introduction of
various errors, such as underestimation or overestimation of volume of detected STCs [37–39].
Most of these challenges are related to the non-systematic TLS survey approach, which
lacks thorough survey planning before the actual field survey [26,28,29,38]. Due to the time
constraints, planning and preparation phases have been avoided or neglected in many TLS
surveys, where TLS positions were determined on site, based entirely on user experience
and judgment. Such a non-systematic TLS survey approach is especially problematic in the
case of multi-temporal surveys, which should be as accurate, identical and repeatable as
possible [25].

On the other hand, several authors have emphasized that introduction of several TLS
positions and permanent target locations can significantly improve the overall performance
of multi-temporal TLS surveys [1,40]. In this study, we present a newly developed system-
atic framework for optimization of multi-temporal terrestrial LiDAR surveys through the
implementation of a pre-survey thorough planning phase based on visibility analysis. Visi-
bility analysis was already successfully applied for optimization of SfM-MVS techniques
for 3D reconstruction of complex landforms, with improved point density and reduced
processing time [41]. However, to the best of our knowledge, such visibility analysis
based systematic approach has not yet been applied for optimization of multi-temporal
TLS surveys.

Therefore, the main objectives of this study were:

(A) Development of a new systematic framework for optimization of multi-temporal
terrestrial LiDAR surveys;

(B) Application and validation of performance of the developed systematic framework
over chosen complex gully morphology;

(C) Use of data collected through carried multi-temporal TLS surveys for detection of soil
erosion induced STCs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The developed framework was tested on a gully Santiš, located on the SE part of Pag
Island, Croatia (Figure 1A,B). Pag Island is known for harsh climatic conditions and absence
of vegetation cover that have led to the formation of numerous gullies and other erosional
forms [42–44]. According to [44], more than 30% of the whole island is characterized by
high susceptibility to gully erosion. Mean annual precipitation at Pag Island is 977.5 mm
and mean air temperature is 15.5 ◦C, with pronounced seasonal heterogeneity, expressed
through variations between very hot and dry summers and rainy springs and autumns [43].
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Figure 1. Study area covering complex morphology of gully Santiš ((A)—location of Pag Island within
Croatia; (B)—location of gully Santiš within geological map of Pag Island (1—Water; 2—Holocen
deposits; 3—Limestone breccia; 4—Flysch; 5—Foraminiferal limestones; 6—Rudist limestones)).

Gully Santiš was chosen as the perfect site for testing and validation of the developed
framework, due to its complex morphology and rapid soil erosion induced STCs. Gully
Santiš was formed predominantly by water erosion in Kalkocambisol soil sediments a few
meters deep, which are surrounded and underlined by limestone and dolomite carbonate
rocks [43]. The dominant erosion type within gully Santiš is rainfall induced erosion, which
causes an annual gully headcut retreat up to 24.85 ± 5 cm year−1 [43]. Although gully
Santiš is relatively short (80 m), its morphology comprises an imposing, gully headcut
over 140 m wide and a few meters deep, from which a single deeply incised channel leads
to a pebble beach at the contact with the Adriatic Sea (Figure 1). The gully headcut is
characterized by steep sides and overhangs, formed by gradual material mass collapse and
uphill headcut retreat. Such complex morphology represents a challenge for non-systematic
multi-temporal terrestrial LiDAR surveys, as the probability for occurrence of obstructed
areas is very high.

The second challenge posed for the performance of multi-temporal terrestrial LiDAR
surveys over gully Santiš is the rapidity of STCs, which are constantly changing the shape
of the gully, thus raising the probability for occurrence of obstructed areas. Rapid erosion
induced STCs within gully Santiš are mainly occurring within the initial parts of the gully,
due to the gradual collapse and uphill progression of the gully headcut [43].

The study area within this research can be divided into two separate sub-areas, where
different research goals were implemented. The first study area (SA-1) covers the whole
gully Santiš (1226.97 m2), where the main goal was to test the performance of the developed
framework for TLS survey optimization. Within this larger area, only the first field LiDAR
survey was conducted, as this was enough to validate the performance of the actual field
TLS survey over the planned outcome.

The second sub-area (SA-2) covers the chosen part of the gully headcut (199.23 m2),
where the most intensive traces of headcut uphill regression were noted during the previous
field research [43]. For this sub-area, two TLS surveys were conducted, which allowed
for (a) validation of the performance of multi-temporal TLS surveys and (b) detection and
quantification of spatio-temporal changes.
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2.2. Systematic Optimization of Multi-Temporal TLS Surveys

The developed methodology for systematic optimization of multi-temporal TLS sur-
veys can be divided into following four main phases: (1) survey planning, (2) filed preparation,
(3) multi-temporal field TLS surveys and (4) data processing (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Four main steps of a new systematic framework for optimization of multi-temporal
terrestrial LiDAR surveys.

1. Survey planning phase

The survey planning phase is the most important phase of the whole developed
systematic framework, which determines the basic characteristics of multi-temporal TLS
surveys. According to [45], TLS surveys should: (1) have several TLS positions aimed at
the target surface, (2) assure significant overlap between different scans and (3) use at least
four fixed targets for each scan. Therefore, the developed systematic framework considers
these recommendations during the survey planning phase.

The initial step in the planning phase is definition of study area extent (1.1.), thus deter-
mining within which area will multi-temporal surveys be applied. Considering that the
study area within this research covered the whole extent of gully Santiš (SA-1) and the
chosen part of the gully headcut (SA-2), both these areas had to be completely included in
the defined study area extent. The second step of the planning phase is determination of the
total number of LiDAR scans within the study area (1.2.), through which the user has to deter-
mine the optimal number of LiDAR scans, considering the (a) available survey duration and
(b) characteristics of the available terrestrial laser scanner. Within this research, it was planned
that each LiDAR survey would last between 3 and 5 h, where every scan would optimally
last around 30 min. Therefore, the total number of LiDAR scans was set to eight scans. In
order to stay within a 30 min range per scan, characteristics of LiDAR scanning had to
be adjusted accordingly. Within this research, a Faro Focus M70 terrestrial laser scanner
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was used, while scanning parameters were set to: resolution = 1
2 ; quality = 3× (Figure 3A).

Parameter 1
2 resolution controls the density of the point cloud, while parameter 3× quality

controls the accuracy of collected measurements. Faro Focus M70 TLS has a range between
0.6 m and 70 m, along with a measurement speed of up to 488,000 points/second, a wide
scanning angle (360◦ horizontal and 300◦ vertical view) and a ranging error of ±1 mm at
around 25 m [46].
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Figure 3. Faro Focus M70 terrestrial laser scanner used for multi-temporal point cloud acquisition
(A); Design of metal poles for mounting of permanent survey targets (spheres) to the preferred
height (B) (a & b—metal poles; c—adapter for sphere; d—adapter for RTK-GPS antenna; e—standard sphere;
f—sphere center; g—RTK-GPS antenna bottom).

Once the total number of survey scans is determined and scanning parameters are
set, the next step is to find optimal TLS positions (1.3.) within and around the chosen study
area, from which it is possible to achieve the greatest coverage of the whole study area.
Determination of these optimal TLS positions is done through viewshed analysis, which
is automated within this research by the newly developed, open-source TLS positioning
tool (TPT). The TPT allows simultaneous verification of multiple (up to several hundred)
selected potential TLS positions, where total coverage of study area and scan overlap are
calculated for every tested position. All positions with coverage value under the user
defined threshold (e.g., 75%) could be automatically removed by the TPT from further
consideration. Furthermore, within the TPT, users can adjust parameters of visibility
analysis (OFFSETA, OFFSETB, VERT1, VERT2, RADIUS1 and RADIUS2 [47], according to
the characteristics of the TLS survey and specifications of the terrestrial laser scanner (e.g.,
Faro Focus M70). Spherical and atmospheric errors can in some cases significantly influence
the results of viewshed analysis [46–49], thus adjustments of Earth curvature correction and
refraction coefficient have been allowed optionally within the TPT.

Viewshed analysis performed by the TPT requires a high resolution digital surface
model (DSM) of the chosen study area, serving as a basis for determination of coverage
with laser beams from every tested TLS position. A schematic representation of the TPT,
created in the Model Builder extension of the ArcGIS 10.1 software is given in Supplemen-
tary Figure S1.

Within this research, the TPT was used for determination of eight optimal TLS posi-
tions, among the more than 100 potential TLS positions scattered within and around the
gully Santiš. An existing very-high resolution (VHR) DSM with 1.9 cm spatial resolution
created by UAV photogrammetry within earlier research [43] was used as an input VHR
DSM for visibility analysis and selection of eight optimal TLS positions. Within this study,
parameters of viewshed analysis were adjusted to the specifications of the Faro Focus M70;
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thus, height of TLS (OFFSETA) was set to 1.9 m, scanner vertical view was set to 90◦ (upper
vertical scanning angle—VERT1) and −65◦ (lower vertical scanning angle—VERT2), while
the scanner range was set between 0.6 (RADIUS1) and 70 m (RADIUS2) (Supplementary
Figure S1). Height of target areas (OFFSETB) was set to 0 m, as it was planned that the TLS
survey would cover the terrain surface. As the study area covered a relatively small area,
spherical and atmospheric errors were not accounted for. From all tested potential TLS
positions, the eight locations with the highest overlap and areal coverage were determined
as optimal scanning locations. An example of coverage planned for the first optimal TLS
position is given in Figure 4.
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(A); visibility check (line of sight) for permanent and auxiliary targets around TLS position 1 (B).

The final step of the survey planning phase is definition of optimal positions for survey
reference targets (1.4.), which are required for accurate registration of multiple surveyed
scans and relative orientation of multi-temporal surveys. As such, these targets have to be
placed on exact XYZ locations, which will be identical for every multi-temporal TLS survey
and will not be affected by ongoing erosion processes. Due to that, the optimal locations for
reference targets within this study had to be placed within surrounding carbonate rocks,
outside of the soil material affected by gully erosion. Furthermore, in order for reference
targets to be visible from as many TLS positions as possible within the rough gully terrain,
they had to be placed on specially designed metal poles at the height of 210 cm (Figure 3B).
After selection of potential optimal locations within and around the gully, visibility of
every chosen target from defined eight TLS positions was validated by the Line of sight tool
(Figure 4B). In total, seven optimal locations for reference targets were chosen and validated
with the Line of sight tool, while it was assured that at least four reference targets were
visible from every TLS position at a distance under 35 m. In order to avoid scattering of
points at the reference target, the distance between TLS position and reference targets was
never above 35 m, as recommended in the specifications of the Faro Focus M70 [46]. These
seven locations served as a basis for creation of permanent target positions (PTPs) within the
field preparation phase.

2. Field preparation phase

The second phase within the developed systematic framework covers all activities
related to the field preparations for later multi-temporal LiDAR surveys. The first
activity included GPS stakeout of target positions (2.1), where all seven chosen optimal
locations for reference targets were staked out in the field using the Trimble R12i GNSS
system. At every stakeout location, there followed construction of permanent target
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positions (2.2.), which included carving of permanent stands for metal poles in carbonate
bedrock with a hammer drill (Figure 5A) and leveling of permanent target positions
with self-leveling concrete (Figure 5B). This resulted in a solid flat surface on which
metal poles were anchored using four steel anchors ( 1©in Figure 5B). Such a design
allows fast and accurate installation of permanent targets (spheres) at chosen locations
before every multi-temporal TLS survey. In order to protect steel anchors from corrosion
in-between multi-temporal LiDAR surveys, plastic cover ( 2©and 3©in Figure 5B) was
placed on top of anchors. Seven 2.1 m long metal poles were then used to fix reference
targets above constructed PTPs (Figure 5B,D,E). Metal poles can be dissembled and
stored in between two LiDAR surveys, while constructed PTPs are then protected from
long-term exposure to weather and corrosion by nylon and gypsum protective caps
(Figure 5C). Finally, before every LiDAR survey, reference target spheres (d = 69.5 cm)
( 1©in Figure 5D) were placed on designed metal poles ( 2©in Figure 5D), which were
earlier installed on constructed PTPs ( 3©in Figure 5D).Remote Sens. 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 25 
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Figure 5. Methodology applied for preparation of seven PTPs distributed around the gully Santiš
((A)—carving of PMPs in carbonate badrock with hammer drill; (B)—leveling of PMPs with
self-leveling concrete (B 1©—anchors drilled in concrete; B 2©and B 3©—plastic cover of metal anchors
for preventing corrosion; B 4©—leveled base of metal poles); (C)—plaster cap created for long-term
protection of PTPs (C 1©—metal anchors; C 2©—whole for measurement with RTK-GPS; C 3©—gypsum
protective cap); (D)—installation of target (sphere) on metal pole fixed to the PTP (D 1©—target
(sphere); D 2©—designed metal pole; D 3©—PTP); (E)—example of permanent target fixed at the height
of 210 cm above planned PTP).
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3. Multi-temporal field LiDAR surveys

The third phase of the developed systematic framework covers multi-temporal field
TLS surveys. The first activity included field stakeout of TLS positions (3.1.), which were staked
out separately before every multi-temporal LiDAR survey using the Trimble R12i GNSS
system. As most TLS positions were within loose soil material, permanent position marks
have not been used. Instead, every TLS position was marked with red spray just before
the field LiDAR survey. Prior to every field LiDAR survey, all seven standard reference
targets (d = 69.5 cm) were placed on metal poles anchored to the constructed PTPs, while
additional auxiliary targets were placed in-between (Figure 1). Precise coordinates of
every sphere, placed on top of a metal pole with a specially designed mount (Figure 3B)
was collected before the initial survey with 50-epoch RTK positioning using the Trimble
R12i GNSS system. Coordinates of every reference target (sphere) collected with 50-epoch
measurements are given in Supplementary Table S1.

The second step of this phase covers the actual multi-temporal field LiDAR survey (3.2.).
For each multi-temporal survey, a Faro M70 TLS mounted on a carbon tripod was used
to scan the selected study areas (SA-1 and SA-2) from defined optimal TLS positions. The
initial LiDAR survey of the chosen gully site was conducted on 17 December, 2019, while
the final LiDAR survey was conducted on 17 December, 2020. While the initial LiDAR
survey covered the whole study area (SA-1), where scanning was performed from all eight
planned TLS positions, the second LiDAR survey covered only the chosen part of the gully
headcut (SA-2), which was covered from the first five planned TLS positions. The second
TLS survey was limited only to SA-2, as it was decided that analysis of soil erosion induced
STCs would be performed just within this area with the most distinctive traces of recent
active soil erosion.

4. Data processing and model creation

The last phase of the developed framework covers data processing and model creation
(4.1.) and detection of STCs (4.2.). The identical methodology for processing of collected
LiDAR scans and creation of VHR models was used for data collected by both TLS surveys.
A detailed graphical representation of the whole data processing and VHR model creation
is given in Figure 6.

Collected scans of each TLS survey were processed as individual projects in Faro
Scene software, which allowed processing and registration of collected scans, as well as
creation of a point cloud representing the whole study site. All collected LiDAR scans
of TLS surveys were added to the Faro SCENE, and processed using the user-defined
parameters described in Figure 6. In order to remove points with a high error, collected
scans were filtered using the following filters: Dark Scan Point Filter, Stray Point Filter and
Edge Artefact Filter. Additionally, since standardized reference targets were used during the
field TLS survey, the automatic detection option was enabled for detection of spheres with
active radii of 69.5 cm.

The second part of LiDAR scan processing was related to the automatic registration
of processed individual scans, using the target-based registration approach (Figure 6).
Before automatic registration, all detected targets were manually verified, whereby all
falsely detected targets (e.g., boulders and similar round objects) were manually removed.
After manual verification, names of remaining targets were assigned (T1–T7). Automatic
registration was performed using the forced correspondence by target names (Figure 6). At
the end of the registration process, precise target (sphere) coordinates, collected during the
field preparation phase with RTK-GNSS, were added to each sphere, thus allowing final
absolute georeferencing and automatic registration of the created LiDAR cluster. The mean
TLS survey error was calculated for each survey based on the mean vertical and horizontal
errors, as well as the mean distance error.

The final step of the methodology applied for processing of multi-temporal LiDAR
data covered automated creation of point clouds from the registered cluster (Figure 6).
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Finally, the created point cloud for each TLS survey was exported so that it could be used
for later processing and analysis.
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2.3. Validation of Performance of Developed Framework in Comparison to Non-Systematic TLS
Survey Approach

Validation of the performance and successfulness of the developed framework for sys-
tematic optimization of multi-temporal TLS surveys was based on comparison of achieved
coverage with the coverage achieved by the traditional, non-systematic TLS survey. This
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non-systematic TLS survey was carried out over the identical study area in March 2017
using the Stonex X300 TLS (Figure 7A). A non-systematic TLS survey with Stonex X300
TLS was carried out from seven different TLS positions within and around gully Santiš
(Figure 7B) where the main goal was to achieve the highest possible coverage over the
gully headcut. Optimal TLS positions for the non-systematic survey were determined on
site without any prior planning. Thus, selection of seven optimal TLS positions was based
entirely on terrain characteristics and user experience and judgment. TLS positions were
placed on flat locations within and around gully Santiš, for which it was estimated that they
should provide the best visibility of surrounding gully morphology. In-situ determination
of optimal TLS positions was very demanding, as complex gully morphology and size of
study area presented serious challenges during the selection of seven optimal locations.
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In order to achieve highest possible point cloud density, fine resolution scanning mode
was set for all seven TLS positions. Within fine resolution scanning mode, each scan with
Stonex X300 TLS lasts around 53 min, where about 64,000,000 points are collected (Stonex,
2022). Collected scans were registered by standard reference spheres (d = 69.5 cm) that
were scattered throughout the study area prior to the survey.

2.4. Detection of Spatio-Temporal Changes within Gully Headcut

Detection of soil erosion induced STCs was performed within the CloudCompare
software (v2.6.1.), using the Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) algo-
rithm. The M3C2 algorithm was already successfully applied for point cloud-based
detection of STCs caused by various geomorphic processes, such as river dynamics [50],
soil erosion [27,51–53], rockfalls [12,54], rock glaciers [54–56], etc. Since the M3C2 algorithm
is a point cloud-based method, it allows detection of complex (3D) soil erosion induced
STCs, thus successfully overcoming the shortcomings of DEMs of difference (DoDs)
related to the complex morphology of erosional forms [51,52,57]. As DoD represents a
2.5D model, significant errors can occur during the detection of STCs, especially in com-
plex steep and overhanging parts of the terrain where 2.5D models cannot accurately
represent the terrain morphology [50,58–60].

The M3C2 algorithm calculates the distance between two point clouds with an assess-
ment of the reliability of the calculated distance based on terrain complexity and registration
error [57,61–63]. Distance between point clouds is calculated within the cylinder of a user-
defined radius (d/2) that is projected along the normal (N) of each point (i) of the initial
point cloud [57,62]. When applying the M3C2 algorithm, user-defined parameters should
be taken into account, as these can greatly affect the output results [12,51,60]. The most
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important user-defined parameter within the M3C2 algorithm is radius of the normal
(D/2) [60], as the increase in its value is directly reflected in the lowering of influence of
local fragmentation and terrain complexity on distance calculations, thus leading to the
generalization of calculated M3C2 distances [51,60]. From user-defined parameters, radius
of the normal (D/2) was set to 10 cm, cylinder radius (d/2) was set to 20 cm, while max
depth was set to 1.5 m. Preferred orientation was set to +Z and registration error was set to
1.33 cm This registration error was calculated as average of the mean TLS survey errors of
two conducted TLS surveys.

In order to calculate volumetric STCs which have occurred within the observed one-
year period, point clouds were interpolated in the CloudCompare software using the
Kriging interpolation method with a grid spacing of 5 mm. Detection of volumetric STCs
was performed in ArcGIS 10.1 software, using the Geomorphic Change Detection 7 add-
on [64–66]. During the detection of volumetric STCs, GDC7 considers the uncertainty
of multi-temporal models, which is taken as the minimal level of detection [51,67]. The
minimal level of detection threshold (LoDmin) was set accordingly to the mean TLS survey
error, which was 1.29 cm for TLS survey 2019, and 1.37 cm for TLS survey 2020, with
0.95 confidence level probabilistic thresholding applied.

3. Results
3.1. Comparison between Planned and Achieved Coverage of Study Area with Optimized
TLS Surveys

From more than 100 potential TLS positions that were considered for placement of TLS
within the chosen study area by the TPT, eight optimal TLS positions were chosen (Figure 1),
allowing the very-high percentage of planned coverage. Despite the complex morphology
of gully Santiš, performed optimization has shown that almost 97% (1190.04 m2) of the
whole SA-1 area should be covered by multi-temporal TLS surveys from those eight optimal
chosen TLS positions (Table 1). According to the developed multi-temporal TLS survey
plan, obstructed areas cover only 3.1% (36.93 m2) of the whole gully Santiš and are not
visible at all from any of the eight chosen TLS positions.

Table 1. Planned coverage of the study area from eight chosen optimal TLS positions.

Survey
Positions 1

Gully
Coverage (m2) Percentage (%) Gully Headcut

Coverage (m2) Percentage (%)

TLS position 1 566.96 46.21 167.14 83.89
TLS position 2 578.94 47.18 157.37 78.99
TLS position 3 410.50 33.46 99.93 50.16
TLS position 4 547.85 44.65 80.23 40.27
TLS position 5 521.01 42.46 - -
TLS position 6 382.25 31.15 - -
TLS position 7 540.96 44.09 - -
TLS position 8 381.63 31.10 - -

Total coverage 1190.04 96.99 193.49 97.12
1 Optimal TLS positions chosen based on performed visibility analysis with developed TPT tool.

If SA-2 is considered, then percentage of planned coverage is even higher, accounting
for up to 97.12% (193.49 m2) of total study area (Table 1). It should be noted that within
SA-2, overlap between different neighboring TLS positions is very high, thus significantly
increasing the overall density of collected points.

In order to validate the performance of the whole optimization process, planned
coverage was compared to the results of actual multi-temporal field TLS surveys. While
within SA-1 planned coverage was compared to the results of the initial TLS survey (TLS
survey 2019), within SA-2 planned coverage was compared to both the initial (TLS survey
2019) and second multi-temporal TLS survey (TLS survey 2020).
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Final point clouds created from carried out multi-temporal TLS surveys are visible
in Figure 8. The point cloud for SA-1 created from scans collected within the initial TLS
survey has in total 137,240,252 points, with average point density of 88,428 points per m2

(Figure 8A). Point clouds for SA-2 have 25,875,206 (TLS survey 2019—Figure 8B) and
26,650,29 (TLS survey 2020—Figure 8C) points, with average point densities of 92,411.45
and 95,179.63 points per m2, respectively. The highest point density in both TLS surveys
is in the initial part of the gully, where the highest overlap from chosen TLS positions
was achieved.
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Figure 8. Point clouds created from carried out multi-temporal TLS surveys ((A)—point cloud of
whole gully (SA-1) (Parts of point cloud for SA-1 with purple texture were collected after the twilight, which
caused errors in stored texture information); (B,C) point clouds of chosen part of gully headcut (SA-2)
used for detection and quantification of STCs).

Both multi-temporal TLS surveys have confirmed the accuracy and excellent perfor-
mance of the carried out optimization, with minimal deviations of the achieved TLS survey
coverage from the planned coverage in both SA-1 and SA-2.

In total, the initial TLS survey covered 1181.07 m2 of SA-1 (96.26% of the total study
area), which deviates from planned coverage for only 8.97 m2, or 0.73% (Table 2). The
highest concentration of obstructed areas was in the middle part of the gully, within the
deeply incised sub-channels of the main gully channel (Figure 9B).

Table 2. Difference in total planned and achieved coverage for TLS survey 2019 over whole gully (SA-1).

Survey
Positions

Planned Coverage Achieved Coverage

Gully
Coverage (m2) Percentage (%) Gully

Coverage (m2) Percentage (%)

TLS position 1 566.96 46.21 540.47 44.05
TLS position 2 578.94 47.18 498.81 40.65
TLS position 3 410.50 33.46 407.18 33.19
TLS position 4 547.85 44.65 471.72 38.45
TLS position 5 521.01 42.46 439.18 35.79
TLS position 6 382.25 31.15 361.94 29.50
TLS position 7 540.96 44.09 414.11 33.75
TLS position 8 381.63 31.10 311.86 25.42

Total coverage 1190.04 96.99 1181.07 96.26
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However, these obstructed areas are also present to a lesser extent at exactly the same
locations in the planned coverage (Figure 9A), thus confirming the congruence of the
planned survey with actual results of the field TLS survey (Figure 9B).

It should be noted that achieved coverage from individual TLS positions for SA-
1 is slightly lower than the corresponding planned coverage (Table 2; Figure 10A). On
average, achieved coverage from each individual TLS position was lower by 4.93% than the
planned coverage, while for some TLS positions, achieved coverage was even significantly
lower (e.g., TLS position 7—10.34% (Figure 10A)). The highest deviation was recorded
at TLS positions that were either within very steep and complex terrain (P2; P8; P7),
or that were considerably distanced from SA-1 (P5) (Figure 9A). The smallest deviation
(0.27%) of achieved coverage from planned was recorded in the third TLS position (P3),
located on the flat area in the central part of the gully channel. Deviation of planned
and achieved coverage within SA-1 for each individual TLS position is represented in
Figure 10A. Although achieved coverage from individual TLS positions was lower than
planned, carried out optimization allowed significant scan overlap that compensated for
lower coverage of individual scans and allowed achievement of excellent total coverage for
the whole SA-1 area.
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Figure 10. Deviation of planned and achieved coverage for every individual TLS position ((A)—Deviation
of initial TLS survey of whole gully Santiš (SA-1); (B)—Deviation of initial TLS survey of gully headcut
(SA-2); (C)—Deviation of second TLS survey of gully headcut (SA-2)) and difference in achieved coverage
of gully headcut (SA-2) between TLS survey 2019 and TLS survey 2020 (D).

Furthermore, achieved scan overlap from eight chosen TLS positions (Figure 9A) for
the initial TLS survey was also lower than planned overlap (Figure 9B), especially in terms
of areas covered from three or more TLS positions (Supplementary Table S2). While in
planned coverage about 69% of SA-1 should be covered with overlapping scans from
three or more TLS positions, within achieved coverage only 48% of SA-1 was covered
from three or more TLS positions. This is especially evident with overlap achieved from
six or more TLS positions, which is significantly less represented within the achieved
coverage (Figure 9B).

Within SA-2, both carried out TLS surveys confirmed the performance of carried
out systematic optimization and created survey plans, with very-high rates of achieved
coverage (Table 3). Deviation of achieved from planned coverage within SA-2 is slightly
higher than in SA-1, with an increase of deviation from the initial TLS survey up to the
second survey. While achieved coverage for initial TLS survey covered 195.70 m2 (98.23%
of the total study area), the second TLS survey covered 193.49 m2 (97.12% of the total
study area). As seen in Table 3, due to the obstructed areas, the initial TLS survey deviates
from planned coverage for 1.87%, while the second TLS survey deviates for 2.98%. As in
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SA-1, these obstructed areas are related to complex overhangs of gully headcut and deeply
incised sub-channels at the bottom of the headcut (Figure 9B).

Table 3. Difference in total planned and achieved coverage for both TLS surveys over gully
headcut (SA-2).

Gully Headcut
TLS

Positions
Total

Area (m2)
No of
Points

Covered Area
(m2)

Covered
Area (%)

Planned coverage P1–P4 199.23 - 197.43 99.10
TLS survey 1 P1–P4 199.23 25,875,206 195.70 98.23
TLS survey 2 P1–P4 199.23 2,665,029 193.49 97.12

A gradual increase in the deviation of achieved from planned coverage within
performed multi-temporal TLS surveys is also evident within the individual TLS
positions of each carried out survey (Figure 10B,C). It is noticeable that deviations
increased at all four TLS positions within SA-1 between two multi-temporal TLS
surveys (Figure 10D). However, the increase in deviation was not uniform for all TLS
positions. Identically as in SA-1, the smallest deviation within SA-2 was recorded
within P3 (−0.33%), while the increase was larger for the other three positions. As in
SA-1, the deviation was highest for both carried out TLS surveys within P2 (−3.78%),
where due to the rapid retreat rate of the gully headcut, it was not possible to place TLS
at a completely identical location. Due to intensive STCs in the TLS-2020 survey, TLS
postion P2 had to be shifted from its original position by less than 5 cm. This confirms
that even the smallest deviation in placement of TLS from the planned position could
lead to the significant lowering of the achieved coverage. Overall, carried out multi-
temporal TLS surveys have confirmed the accuracy, reliability and repeatability of the
developed new systematic framework.

3.2. Comparison with Coverage Achieved through the Non-Systematic TLS Survey Approach

Further validation of the success of the developed framework was carried out through
comparison of achieved coverage to the coverage achieved through the traditional non-
systematic TLS survey approach. A non-systematic survey carried out in 2017 with a
Stonex X300 resulted in a point cloud with 443,572,261 points, from which about 75% are
outside the study area (SA-1). In total, 110,893,065 points from the created non-systematic
point cloud are within SA-1. The mean TLS survey error for the non-systematic survey
was 3.14 cm, mainly due to the obstructed reference targets and distance between chosen
TLS stations.

Overall, non-systematic TLS surveys have not managed to achieve the level of coverage
that was achieved through the developed systematic framework. In total, the carried out
non-systematic TLS survey covered 1047.39 m2 of SA-1 (85.36% of the total SA-1 study
area), which deviates from the coverage achieved by the initial planned TLS survey (TLS
survey 1) by 133.68 m2. The non-systematic survey approach covered about 10.9% less of
the SA-1 study area than the initial systematic TLS survey, thus confirming the successful
performance of the developed systematic framework.

Results are similar within SA-2, where coverage achieved through the non-systematic
survey approach is slightly better, mostly due to the higher overlap between the first four
TLS scanning positions of the carried out survey. In total, the carried out non-systematic
TLS survey covered 174.31 m2 of SA-2 (87.49% of the total SA-2 study area), which deviates
from the coverage of the initial planned TLS survey (TLS survey 1) by 21.39 m2, and from
the coverage of the second planned TLS survey (TLS survey 2) by 19.18 m2. Thus, the
non-systematic TLS survey covered about 10.8% less of the SA-2 study area than TLS survey
1, and 9.63% less of the SA-2 study area than TLS survey 2.
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3.3. Detected Spatio-Temporal Changes within Gully Headcut (SA-2)

Point clouds of SA-2 created within carried out multi-temporal TLS surveys were
used for detection of soil erosion induced spatio-temporal changes that have occurred
within a one-year period. Table 4 presents the basic characteristics of point clouds used for
detection of spatio-temporal changes by the M3C2 algorithm, while point clouds can be
seen at Figure 8B,C. The mean TLS survey error was 1.29 cm for theTLS-2019 survey and
1.37 cm for the TLS-2020 survey.

Table 4. Point cloud statistics calculated by M3C2 for performed multi-temporal TLS surveys.

Survey

Point Cloud Characteristics

Total Number
of Points

Average Point
Density
(No/m2)

SD (RMSE) Mean TLS
Survey Error

TLS-2019 25,875,206 92,411.45 0.4 (0.7) cm 1.29 cm
TLS-2020 2,665,029 95,179.63 1.5 (1.8) cm 1.37 cm

While total number of points in each point cloud and average point density are
similar between the two TLS surveys, standard deviations (SDs) of each point cloud
calculated by the M3C2 algorithm are very disparate (Figure 11). Standard deviations
of the initial TLS survey are much lower, with maximal values up to 2.5 cm. On the
other hand, SDs of the second TLS survey are much higher, with maximal values
ranging up to 7 cm. Such high SD values in the second TLS survey were caused
primarily by soil erosion induced spatio-temporal changes that have occurred within
the observed one-year period. The spatial distribution of higher values of the SD in
the point cloud of the final TLS survey indicates where most intensive STCs have
occurred. Most of these high SD values are concentrated along the edge of gully
headcut, especially at locations where mass wasting of material from the edge of gully
headcut has occurred within the observed one-year period. Furthermore, higher SD
values are noticeable in the first few meters below the gully headcut, where material
eroded from the headcut was gradually accumulated. Detected accumulation is mostly
located along the rills formed in loose material within the gully. Although SD values
could indicate where STCs have occurred, they do not allow differentiation of negative
from positive STCs. Therefore, better representation of STCs is given by calculated
M3C2 distances (Figures 12 and 13).
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within a one-year period. Table 4 presents the basic characteristics of point clouds used 
for detection of spatio-temporal changes by the M3C2 algorithm, while point clouds can 
be seen at Figure 8B,C. The mean TLS survey error was 1.29 cm for theTLS-2019 survey 
and 1.37 cm for the TLS-2020 survey. 

Table 4. Point cloud statistics calculated by M3C2 for performed multi-temporal TLS surveys. 

Survey  
Point Cloud Characteristics   

Total Number of 
Points 

Average Point 
Density (No/m2) SD (RMSE) 

Mean TLS 
Survey Error 

TLS-2019 25,875,206 92,411.45  0.4 (0.7) cm 1.29 cm 
TLS-2020 2,665,029 95,179.63 1.5 (1.8) cm 1.37 cm 

While total number of points in each point cloud and average point density are sim-
ilar between the two TLS surveys, standard deviations (SDs) of each point cloud calcu-
lated by the M3C2 algorithm are very disparate (Figure 11). Standard deviations of the 
initial TLS survey are much lower, with maximal values up to 2.5 cm. On the other hand, 
SDs of the second TLS survey are much higher, with maximal values ranging up to 7 cm. 
Such high SD values in the second TLS survey were caused primarily by soil erosion in-
duced spatio-temporal changes that have occurred within the observed one-year period. 
The spatial distribution of higher values of the SD in the point cloud of the final TLS sur-
vey indicates where most intensive STCs have occurred. Most of these high SD values are 
concentrated along the edge of gully headcut, especially at locations where mass wasting 
of material from the edge of gully headcut has occurred within the observed one-year 
period. Furthermore, higher SD values are noticeable in the first few meters below the 
gully headcut, where material eroded from the headcut was gradually accumulated. De-
tected accumulation is mostly located along the rills formed in loose material within the 
gully. Although SD values could indicate where STCs have occurred, they do not allow 
differentiation of negative from positive STCs. Therefore, better representation of STCs is 
given by calculated M3C2 distances (Figures 12 and 13).  

 
Figure 11. Comparison between the standard deviation of two multi-temporal point clouds (initial
TLS survey (left) and final TLS survey (right)).
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Figure 13. Point cloud representing the soil erosion induced STCs (M3C2 distance) between De-
cember 2019 and December 2020 (A—mass wasting; B—sheet erosion; C—material accumulation below
gully headcut).

Calculated M3C2 distances indicate that within the observed one-year period, erosion
prevailed within SA-2, with negative distances accounting for 72.31% of all measured
distances (Figure 12A). Predominance of erosion is further confirmed with the Gaussian
distribution of all STCs detected by the M3C2 algorithm, where the mean Gaussian value for
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the observed period was −1 cm (Figure 12B). Both erosion (Figure 12C) and accumulation
(Figure 12D) related M3C2 distances are mostly under 10 cm, thus indicating that in
most cases STCs occurring between December 2019 and December 2020 were of low
intensity. Although higher M3C2 distances are far less represented, their importance for
understanding and interpretation of overall evolution of SA-2 is very high. While the
highest negative M3C2 distances range in some cases over 75 cm, highest positive M3C2
values range at some points up to 20 cm.

During the study period between December 2019 and December 2020, a total of
2.42 m2 of sediment was generated within SA-2, where 1.73 m2 of that eroded material was
accumulated within the study area, while only 0.69 m2 (28.59% of eroded material) was
transported further from the headcut, outside of SA-2.

4. Discussion
4.1. Advantages of the Developed Framework over the Non-Systematic TLS Survey Approach

Carried out systematic TLS survey optimization and performed visibility analysis
resulted in excellent performance for both carried multi-temporal TLS surveys, especially
in regard to the high percentage of achieved coverage over the complex gully morphology.
Obstructed areas that are present in created point clouds are mainly restricted to hidden
parts at the bottom of steep and incised sub-channels within the main gully channel or to
smaller areas within deeper overhangs in the gully headcut. However, if total gully size
and complexity are considered, the presence of these obstructed areas is negligible.

On the other hand, the presence of obstructed areas in the point cloud created through
the non-systematic approach is significantly higher, especially in areas of complex mor-
phology. Visual comparison of the presence of obstructed areas within identical parts of
the gully headcut in the point cloud created by the non-systematic approach (A) and in the
point cloud created by the developed systematic framework (B) is visible in Figure 14. In
some parts of the gully headcut, the presence of obstructed areas within non-systematic
survey is so high that it was not possible to use this data for detection of STCs. Similar
problems with the high presence of obstructed areas within point clouds created through
non-systematic approaches were reported in a lot of other research. For example, obstructed
areas were reported at the gully bottoms [23,26] or at the incised parts of the gully [26,32,40].
The presence of obstructed areas in non-systematic surveys is mostly related to the larger
and more complex erosional forms (e.g., gullies and badlands), while smaller forms (e.g.,
rills and ephermal gullies) are less frequently affected by such areas [36].

Furthermore, lower performance of non-systematic surveys can be seen in higher
values of the mean TLS survey error, which is significantly higher for the non-systematic
survey than it is within both carried systematic multi-temporal surveys. A combination of
higher distances between certain TLS positions, lower scan overlap and higher presence of
obstructed areas presented a challenge for registration of seven collected scans, which led
to the overall increase in mean TLS survey error of the non-systematic survey. Such higher
survey errors influence the accuracy of created point clouds and raises the minimal level of
detection, thus lowering the probability of detecting important small scale erosion induced
STCs from created point clouds.

It should be noted that Stonex X300 has slightly different specifications than Faro
Focus M70, especially in regard to longer operational range (up to 300 m), smaller vertical
scanning angle (−25◦–65◦) and lower point density (up to 60,000 points/s) (Stonex, 2022).
These specifications are less optimal for scanning of complex gully morphology, in com-
parison to specifications of Faro Focus M70, especially in regard to less favorable vertical
scanning angle. The lower vertical angle of Stonex X300 prevents the scanning of complex
overhangs and other rough areas in close vicinity to the scanner position, thus contributing
to the overall lower achieved coverage of the non-systematic survey.
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Overall, it should be noted that the developed systematic TLS survey framework
significantly improved the repeatability and accuracy of multi-temporal TLS surveys over
complex gully morphology, especially in terms of achieved coverage of the study area
and lower mean TLS survey error. The main novelty of the developed framework is the
implementation of the survey planning and filed preparation phases before the actual field
TLS survey, which used visibility analysis and the developed TLS positioning tool (TPT) for
selection of optimal TLS survey stations and optimal reference target locations. This ensures
not only that TLS will be placed on locations that will allow best-possible coverage of a
certain study area, but also that all TLS survey stations and reference target locations will
be identical within all carried out multi-temporal TLS surveys. Since in most cases, optimal
locations of TLS survey stations and reference targets were determined on site, based
entirely on user experience and judgment, optimization and automation of this part of the
multi-temporal TLS survey methodology through the developed systematic framework is
very important. Due to its reliability and accuracy, the developed systematic framework is
applicable to all studies that require multi-temporal TLS surveys for monitoring of STCs
over complex geomorphic features. Thus, it can be easily adopted and implemented within
other study areas with complex morphology.
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4.2. Geomorphic Implications of the Detected Erosion Induced STCs

The intensity and spatial distribution of detected STCs correspond to the results from
earlier research carried out within the gully Santiš using repeat UAV photogrammetry [43].
Most detected erosion induced STCs occurred within the gully headcut, where such pro-
nounced erosion is mostly related to mass wasting events. Detected collapse of soil material
along the edge of the gully headcut (Figure 13A) is the main driver of the gradual uphill
retreat of the headcut edge, which is typical of most active gullies [27,68–70]. Detected
mass wasting is caused by gradual erosion of the headcut base, in a combination with
slow sliding of the whole soil slope. Sliding of the soil sediments is caused by occasional
underground runoff that forms after more intensive rainfall events at the contact of soil sed-
iments and underlying carbonate rocks. Existence of underground flow was confirmed by
the emergence of a spring at the bottom of the gully after heavy rains [43]. Recently formed
parallel tension cracks are visible all along the whole current headcut edge, which indicates
further propagation of the gradual uphill retreat. The intensity of gradual uphill retreat of
the gully headcut corresponds to the intensity detected within earlier research [43].

The predominant low intensity of detected erosion outside of areas affected by mass
wasting indicates that these areas are affected by sheet erosion, which is slowly eroding the
surface of soil at the steep slopes of the gully headcut (Figure 13B). However, the intensity
of such detected sheet erosion within SA-2 is very low, ranging in most cases from a few
millimetres up to a centimetre or two. The presence of sheet erosion is probably related
to soil crusting and desiccation cracking under the alternation of periods of long summer
drought and intense rainfall events [71–73]. At Pag Island prolonged summer droughts are
often followed by a rapid increase in precipitation amount in September and October [43],
which can lead to sheet erosion and removal of surficial layers of soil affected by drought
induced cracking.

Besides erosion, accumulation of material was also detected within SA-2. Absence of
traces of stronger surface flow, which could transport eroded material further, indicates
that most eroded material is accumulated at the first few meters from the base of the
headcut (Figure 13C). The distance at which eroded material will accumulate directly
depends on the ability of intermitted surface runoff to transport material away from the
gully headcut [74,75], where if runoff is insufficient the material accumulates very close
to the headcut. Since formation of intensive surface flow at the gully Santiš is very rare,
eroded material is gradually being accumulated under the headcut, forming a talus slope
(Figure 13C). If continued, such accumulation of talus slope has potential to prevent the
further erosion and evolution of the gully headcut [75].

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new systematic framework for optimization of multi-temporal TLS
surveys based on visibility analysis was developed and applied. The application of multi-
temporal TLS surveys over the complex morphology of the gully Santiš has confirmed
the accuracy, reliability and repeatability of the developed new systematic framework.
Despite the very complex morphology of the gully Santiš, obstructed areas within multi-
temporal TLS surveys have been minimalized, thus lowering the possibility for occurrence
of shadowing effects in collected point clouds. Several important conclusions can be
highlighted on the basis of carried out study:

(1) The developed systematic framework significantly facilitated the implementation
of multi-temporal TLS surveys over complex gully morphology. Although initially
the systematic framework requires detailed planning and field preparation, later
implementation of actual field TLS surveys is considerably facilitated.

(2) Deviation of achieved coverage of multi-temporal TLS surveys from planned cover-
age was minimal within both the whole gully and the chosen part of the complex
gully headcut, thus confirming the accuracy of the created survey plan and achieved
repeatability of multi-temporal surveys.
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(3) A small increase in achieved deviation between planned coverage and achieved
coverage was noticed between the two carried out surveys, which could be related to
the rapid erosion induced STCs.

(4) Most intense erosion induced STCs were detected within a one-year observed period
within the gully headcut, where mass wasting resulted in the gradual uphill retreat of
the headcut.

(5) The developed systematic framework is applicable to all studies that require multi-
temporal TLS surveys for monitoring of STCs over complex geomorphic features.

Within the future research, multi-temporal TLS surveys at gully Santiš will be con-
tinued periodically every few years. This will allow further validation of the developed
framework, in which future TLS surveys will show if deviation of achieved and planned
TLS coverages increases over the years.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14143366/s1, Figure S1: Graphical scheme of TLS positioning
tool (TPT) created in ModelBuilder extension of ArcGIS 10.1 software. Table S1: Precise coordinates
of every permanent reference target (sphere) collected with 50-epoch RTK-GNSS measurement
(Projection (EPSG): HTRS96/Croatia TM (3765)); Table S2: Difference between planned (A) and
achieved (B) coverage overlap from eight chosen TLS locations for whole gully Santiš (SA-1).
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